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American female actIvIst and social worker Jane Addams was born in 
Cedarville, Illinois in 1860. Her mother died when she was two years old, and she 
was raised by her father and, later, his new wife. In 1881 she graduated from a 
school for women in Rockford, Illinois. She was among the first students to take a 
course of study ( a ) to that of men at other institutions. Her father, whom she 
greatly admired, died that ( b ) year, 1881. 

Jane Addams attended a medical college in Pennsylvania, but she left the 
college, probably due to her ( c ) health and severe back pain. She toured Europe 
( d ) 1883 to 1885, and after returning to America, she lived in Baltimore, Maryland 
for two years. During this time, she had not figured out what she wanted to do ( e ) 
her education and her skills. 

In 1888, on a visit to England with her Rockford classmate Ellen Gates Starr, 
Addams visited London's East End, where a settlement house* called Toynbee Hall 
had been established. There they saw how volunteers worked to help poor and 
disadvantaged people. The two women decided to start an American equivalent of 
that settlement house. ( f ) returning to Chicago, Illinois, they chose a building 
which, though originally built at the edge of the city, had become surrounded by 
people who had recently arrived in America from Europe. They called this building 
Hull House. 

Jane Addams made Hull House into an institution known ( g ). She spent time 
with people in the neighborhood to find out what their real needs were. She kept 
trying different things ( h ) she found what would work. She wanted to help the 
immigrants to ( i ) to life in America. She and other volunteers-mostly women
held English classes, cooking classes, and sewing classes. She used music and 
games to help people from different countries ( j ) to live together. 

Addams wrote articles, lectured widely, and personally did most of the fund
raising for programs at Hull House. She served on many social work, social welfare, 
and settlement house boards and commissions. She also became involved in ( k ) 
efforts for social change, including housing and health issues, factory inspections, 
rights of immigrants, rights of women and children, peace efforts, and the eight hour 
work day. Moreover, in the years before World War I, she served as a leader of the 
movement to give women the right to vote in elections. 

In 1931 Jane Addams was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, which she shared 
with Nicholas Murray Butler. However, she was too ill to attend the European 
ceremonies to ( I ) the prize. She was the second woman to be awarded that honor. 
Jane Addams died in 1935. 

*settlement house: m1ll:$~-t :/9-
John Simkin, "Jane Addams" fC.t G (~$2)(~)o 
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(a) 1 interesting 2 difficult 3 like 4 equivalent 

(b) prevIOUS 2 same 3 next 4 last 

(c) 1 harmful 2 disease 3 problem 4 poor 

(d) 1 from 2 between 3 along 4 until 

(e) 1 against 2 with 3 beside 4 over 

(f) 1 Besides 2 However 3 Because 4 After 

(g) 1 all 2 famous 3 popular 4 worldwide 

(h) SIllce 2 until 3 because 4 despite 

(i) 1 adjust 2 arnve 3 bring 4 gIve 

(j) 1 force 2 need 3 learn 4 refuse 

(k) widest 2 wider 3 smallest 4 smaller 

(1) 1 accept 2 gIve 3 WIll 4 earn 

II ;~0)!R:><::1t~A, c. """FO)r,,~ (A"-JC) tL~X~o (32 t.O 

Pointing is not an obviously impressive act. I have already pointed several times 

today, and no one was surprised. However, when a baby points with enthusiasm at a 

puppy, or responds to someone else pointing at that puppy, we should (a) take notice. 

We have just (b) witnessed a very complex act. By pointing, that baby is (c) acting out 

what makes us unique as humans. 

Pointing could be central to how humans (d) managed to construct things like 

culture and language. "The basis of language is all right there in gestures," says 

psychologist Malinda Carpenter, who studies human development and cultural 

understanding. According to Carpenter, when a baby girl points out a doll to her 

mother, (e) a meeting of the minds takes place. The baby is coming together with 

someone else to share her experience of-and her attitude toward-something else. 

Over the last decade, a series of experiments dealing with pointing has shown 

that there are various purposes of pointing. One group of U.S. psychologists recently 

(I) documented that, from their first year, babies point and react to other people 

pointing in remarkably sophisticated ways. Babies see the pointing and understand 

that the adult is trying to communicate something particular. An example is when 

the adult means "find tiJat toy hidden in that bucket." Researchers also found that 

babies even point to refer to things that are no longer there. An example is pointing 

in the direction of a missing toy with which the baby had been previously playing. 

This kind of pointing which shows something to someone else is very different 

from pointing which requests something. Of course, this could be interpreted in a 
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less sophisticated way than a meeting of the minds. In order to make the motivation 
clear, Carpenter and her colleagues designed an experiment to try to understand why 

people point. They put babies in a chair across from a wall with several closed 

windows. Whenever a window opened, a dancing doll popped out. The babies did 

what any (g) sensible person would do when face-to-face with a dancing doll. They 

pointed. To test different interpretations of what that pointing meant, the person 

doing the experiment tried various responses. However, the babies found only one 

reaction (b) satisfying. The only reaction that inspired them to keep pointing for each 

dancing doll was when the adult looked back and forth between them and the doll, 

saying things like, "Look at the pretty doll! That's so interesting!" The babies were 

delighted by this response. They wanted the adult to share their experience of this 

amazing doll. When the person failed to do this, Carpenter said that the kids stopped 

pointing when the adult did not give them the response they wanted. When the adult 

only looked at the baby, the baby often pointedagal.ll at the doll, as if to say, ''No,

over there." The babies did not just want attention for themselves. They wanted 

someone to share in their experience of the world. 

If you look closely enough at those pointing fingers, you can see the basis of 

human cooperation. Pointing to share an opinion builds on the foundation of what 

psychologists call joint attention. This is when two people pay attention to the same 

thing and are aware that they are both paying attention to that thing. Out of such 

experiences grows the basis of pretty much all human success. Such experiences 

provide the motivation and the ability to work together toward shared goals. 

Nicholas Day, "Research on Babies and Pointing Reveals the Action's Importance" 
~<: ct ~ (-$2)(~) 0 

r~'A *)(0)p;jg~c:'€i~9~'bCl)~, 1'Cl) (11 "'22) b'G4?~~c, -t-Cl)fi~~~2A 

-tt J:o 

11 The author says people were clearly surprised when he pointed at them. 

12 The author says that pointing is the enthusiastic response of a dog. 

13 According to Carpenter, the starting point for language can be found in 

gestures. 

14 When people point at things, it is a means of communication. 
15 There must be a visible object to cause a baby to point. 

16 Carpenter planned experiments to see how her colleagues would react when 

people pointed at them. 

17 During the experiments, babies stopped pointing when the adults talked 

about the dolls. 

18 People doing the experiments reacted in the same way each time. 

19 During the experiment, babies liked it when the adults ignored the dolls. 

20 Experiments show that babies point when they want someone to share their 

experIences. 
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21 One reason that people point is to share an opinion with another person .. 
22 When people pay attention to their joints, they are successful. 

rl:l~ B *)to)p;jD1i ,~, ~ ~"r, "FNi$ (a • b • c • e) o).pt. p;jD'<:lI:ibilfl, 'ibO)1i, 

i"tt~'tt"FO) (1 --4) b'i31 ?~~~, i"0).~1i~2At!J:o 

(a) take notice 
1 give information 
3 look carefully 

(b) witnessed a very complex act 
I observed a highly involved action 

2 hear an announcement 
4 write a memo 

2 gave evidence concerning an elaborate step 
3 signed a detailed law 
4 examined a mixed performance 

( c) acting out 
I behaving badly 
3 taking on 

( e ) a meeting of the minds takes place 
1 an intellectual conference is held 
2 a gathering of experts occurs 

2 demonstrating 
4 conducting 

3 two people share a common understanding 
4 two brains come together in the same room 

rl:l~c "FNi$ (d· f • 9 • h) O).pt. p;jD'<:II:'tifil,'ibO)1i, i"tt~tt"FO) (1 --4) 

b'i31 ?lI~~, i"0).~1i~2At!J:o 

(d) managed 
1 tempted 2 trained 
3 were handled 4 were able 

(f) documented 
1 resisted 2 guessed 
3 found books proving 4 did research showing 

(g) sensible 
1 happy 2 reasonable 
3 terrified 4 unwise 

(h) satisfying 
1 unnatural 2 pleasing 
3 helping 4 popular 
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(a) Mr. Smith is always angry, so it might be difficult for us to ( ) along 

with him. 

1 get 2 take 3 shake 4 please 

(b) Mrs. Reid demanded that her children ( ) her informed of their school 

progress. 

1 to keeping 2 keeping 3 to keep 4 keep 

(c) My teacher kindly explained ( ) out the application form. 

1 me how to fill 

3 me to fill 

2 to me how to fill 
4 to me fill 

(d) ( ) to your request of November 2014, we regret that we do not have the 

products in stock at this time. 

1 On the basis 
3 In order 

2 With regard 
4 On account 

( e ) As a former star player, Mr. Carling displayed ( ) rugby talent as a 

player on the local team that won the championship. 

1 expecting 
3 expanding 

2 experimental 
4 exceptional 

W ~~~~(a-h) ~~~a·~a~~~~~~n~n1?~~o~~~~L~mffi 
~G~~~W~U. ~L~~m~.~~~~oM~M~~.~~~~~m~1~W~A 

-tt~o CI6~) 

(a) I am upset to learn that he didn't done as we agreed. 

(b) It may safe be said that his fame owes ~ to his position than to his 
personal qualities. 

(c) Remember that each of us have only a certain amount of time to spend 
with other people, probably far less than we would like. It's up to each 
of us to make the best choices we can. 

(d) A language is like a game playing with a fixed number of pieces, such 
as sounds and words---each one easily recognized by native speakers. 
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( e) I came very close to give up any thought of changing my job. 

(f) Suk/yakI; one of the internationally known dishes of Japan, is thinly 

slice beef cooked in a flat iron pan. 

(g) The construction project has been proceeding with surprised speed. 

(h) Her academic knowledge of national politics has proved of little 

practical ~. 

v ~~~~~~~$ (a-f) ~n~n~. m~~n~~*~~*~5~~~C1~~ 
~2A it J:o Ct3. 5m~~*'cl:m~m*ft'L9~'L~2A~n -C{.\~o CI8 B) 

Mother: Ken, breakfast is almost (a) r . You have to get up! 

Ken: I know. I'll be right there. 

Mother: I don't hear you moving. Hurry up! 

Ken: Okay, okay. I'm up. 

Mother: How (b) c you're so late this morning? You let your eggs get cold. 

Ken: I don't know. I even got to bed (e) e last night and slept like a log. 

Mother: You've been getting plenty of exercise on (d) t of all that study. 

Maybe that's what caused it. 

Ken: I don't know, but I feel really hungry. How (e) a some more toast? 

Mother: No problem-it'll just take a minute. 

Ken: Wow. Maybe I should (I) k up this exercise, study, and sleep routine 
because I feel terrific. 
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This weekend, I had the pleasure of ( a ) my dear friend Dara Lynn's baby 

shower. Over a lunch of clam chowder, sirloin steak, and chocolate cake, I caught up 

( b ) two of her friends, Amanda and Andrea, from law school. They were both 

lawyers now, and the subject of networking and responding to requests from people 

who were looking for career advice ( c ) up. Like many successful professionals, 

the two women were happy to help those who reached out to them for their 

professional opinion and guidance. However, they had a hard ( d ) believing how 

many of those people failed to thank them for their time afterward. 

It is unbelievable that anyone would reach out to a person who is obviously 

quite busy with a demanding job in addition to ( e ) a parent and home-owner, ask 

that person to give up their time, and then not follow up with a simple thank you. If 

you are asking someone for a ( f ), you should let them know you appreciate that 

person's effort. Amanda told the story of a young man, a few years out of law 

school, with ( g ) she had spent more than an hour giving advice. She noted he was 

not writing down any of the names of people or organizations she had suggested he 

contact. Instead of a thank-you note the following day, she received an email from 

him asking her ( h ) send him the names of the people she had mentioned. 

I was shocked that someone would be so "self-important" and show such a ( i ) 

respect for someone else's time. The problem with that behavior is that it does the 

( j ) damage to the person practicing it. Because he neglected to thank Amanda and 

( k ) asked her to do even more work, you can bet she is not going to consider him 

the next time she hears about a job opportunity. Nobody is going to want to help you 

again ( I ) you cannot even respond with a heartfelt "Thank you." 

Val, "Time is a Gift" ~<:.t 0 (-Wct~)o 

(a) 1 attending 2 attended 3 attendance 4 attend 

(b) 1 over 2 by 3 for 4 with 

(c) 1 came 2 arose 3 come 4 arise 

(d) I effort 2 time 3 space 4 life 

(e) 1 being 2 been 3 be 4 IS 

(f) 1 thank you 2 problem 3 favor 4 time 

(g) I who 2 whom 3 which 4 what 

(h) 1 III 2 for 3 by 4 to 
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(i) 1 lack of 2 filled with 3 lots of 4 less than 

(j) 1 much 2 more 3 most 4 many 

(k) 1 thankfully 2 fortunately 3 never 4 instead 

(1) 1 unless 2 if 3 until 4 but 

II :;~0)~><:~~1v c. """FO)r", (A'" C) ,c::1§:~J:o (32 #.f. ) 

A few months ago, I received some great advice from a very successful man. 

This man introduced his advice by explaining that he has been practicing it for the 

past forty years. He considers it (a) instrumental to his own success. Indeed, he now 

(b) counts some of the most powerful people on the planet as his friends. The first 

time I met him was just a few days before he shared his advice with me. I was a 

member of a (e) select group of people invited to a meeting over coffee at his 

apartment. He was hosting a discussion concerning the strategy for a non-profit 

organization working in Africa. Around his table sat (d) a wide-ranging mix of very 

strong-minded people. Our host, making the coffee, said little. However, on the few 

occasions he did jump in with a brief question or observation, what he said always 

made clear exactly what mattered. He was polite, but still managed to eliminate the 

unsupported or inessential material that slowed progress in our discussions. It was 

skillful: like watching a conductor of the London Philharmonic helping a student 

orchestra find harmony. 

A few days later, I saw him again and felt compelled to ask him how he had 

done it. That is when he shared the advice his grandfather had given him so many 

years before as he was entering high school: "Immediately after every lecture, 

meeting, or any significant experience, take 30 seconds-no more, no less-to wn'te 
down the most important points. If you always do just this," said his grandfather, 

"and even if you only do this, with no other (e) update, you will be okay." Ever since 

I heard this advice, I have been trying it out. In those few months, here is what I 

have found so far. 

First, it is not note taking. Do not think that if you write down everything in a 

meeting, you are excused from the 30-second summary. Though brief, this exercise 

is entirely different from taking notes. It is an act of interpretation and decision

making. 
Second, (I) it is hard work. Deciding what is most important is exhausting. It is 

amazing how easy it is to tell yourself you will remember everything that matters, or 

to find excuses to avoid this brief mental sprint for your brain. 

Third, detail is a (g) trap. Precisely because we so often, supposedly, capture 

everything, we avoid the hard work of deciding what few things count. So much of 

excellence is, of course, the art of cutting out. And the 30-second review stops you 
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from using quantity as an excuse. 

Fourth, you must act quickly. If you wait a few hours, you may recall the facts, 

but you lose the nuance. This makes all the difference in deciding what matters. 

Nuance might be found in the tone of someone's voice, or in the way one simple 

suggestion (h) sparks so many others, or in an idea you had that came from a passing 

comment. It is an element that is easily lost. 

Through all this, you learn to listen better, and ask better questions. Once you 

get into the habit of the 30-second review, it starts to change the way you listen to a 

talk or participate in a discussion. As you listen with the intent of writing a review, 

you tend to ask better questions to aid your understanding. These questions give rise 

to answers that not only can enrich the talk but also might even be acted upon. In 

this way, your 30-second review becomes more useful to others as well as to 

yourself. Moreover, each time you do the review, it gets easier as well as more 

valuable. Your skills develop and become more focused and more helpful to you and 

the people you are with. Consequently, everybody benefits from your questions, 

your analysis, and your insights. In so doing, you turn yourself into an instrument of 

progress, and that is very satisfying to all concerned. 

Robyn Scott, "The 30-Second Habit with a Lifelong Impact" f<::. ~ 0 (-Jmc)l:~) 0 

r~' A *)Z:O)pg~~i:.g-¥$('t ~ ibO)1i, "FO) (11 '" 22) b'S 4 -:>~fv c', i"O)fi%1i~2A 

-tt J::o 
11 A very successful man received some great advice from me a few months 

previously. 

12 The very successful man practiced explaining his advice for forty years. 

13 I had met the very successful man a few days previous to his sharing his 

advice. 

14 The meeting hosted by the very successful man was held at a special coffee 

shop. 

15 The very successful man was concerned about losing a profitable position 

in Africa. 

16 The very successful man made coffee but did not talk much at the meeting. 

17 The very successful man liked to hop around the room while other people 

talked. 

18 The skill of the very successful man can be compared to a professional 

orchestra conductor working with students. 

19 If we write down everything, we do not need to do the 30-second review. 

20 If we try to write down everything, we refrain from deciding what is 

important. 



21 As you learn to listen better, it becomes easier to act upon something than 
to ask questions. 

22 As your skill with the 30-second review develops, you tend to focus less on 

the people you are with. 

r~~ B *)ZG)pqg~ ,~,* x -r, "f~:g~ (a • b • d • f) G)1t~. pqgtl:li:<tlJil, \<tG)~, 

i'tt~tt"fG) (1 ""4) b'S 1 '?~Iv C, i'G)fi~~~2A:itJ:o 

(a) instrumental to 

1 very helpful in 2 the musical part of 

3 the educational aspect of 4 really enthusiastic for 

(b) counts some of the most powerful people on the planet 

1 judges some of the most popular men in the universe 

2 adds some of nature's largest humans 

3 lists some of the world's leading figures 
4 values some of the top citizens of the nation 

(d) a wide-ranging mix of very strong-minded people 

1 a very confused group of people who have big ideas 

2 a group of very determined people with different backgrounds 

3 a group of people who are intent on travelling to distant lands 
4 a large group of people who desire to meet others 

(f) it is hard work 

1 exercising outside is very tiring 

2 the meeting needs much energy 

3 the exercise takes real effort 

4 the second thing is really difficult 

r~~c "f~$ (c· e' g' h) G)1t~·pqgtl:li:<blJil,\<tG)~, i'tt~tt"fG) (1 ""4) 
~S1'?~Iv~ i'G)fi~~~A~J:o 

(c) select 

hidden 2 general 3 popular 4 special 

(e) update 
1 sound 2 time 3 meeting 4 correction 

(g) trap 
1 look 2 danger 3 bonus 4 support 

(h) sparks 
1 avoids 2 burns 3 destroys 4 causes 
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(a) For ( ) details on the recipe of our special cookies, please see our 

website. 

1 far 2 few 3 further 4 farther 

(b) Please contact us at your ( ) convenience. 

1 earliest 2 latest 3 highest 4 least 

( c ) The management has agreed to ( ) the labor union's demand for more 

pay. 

1 run 2 hope 3 meet 4 depart 

(d) Jonathan is always ( ) so he is the last person I would expect to be late 

for school. 

1 packing 2 punched 3 punctual 4 passed 

(e) Fred is planning to establish a company in ( ) with his best friend Mary. 

1 partner 

3 course 

2 collaboration 

4 team 

IV ;';!.,(J)~"Sl. (a"-h) '<:';j:"Sl.j!·~aj!..t(J)~I)tJ\-ftt~tt 1 ?d5~o ""F~~1it§LtdlipJi 

tJ\6~(J)~~~U:. IE Ll,'~Jf~'<:.~~jt~o m~*f4H<:';j:.~~jtti:~m"t' 1 ~a~~2A 
-It ~ 0 (16 F.?:) 

(a) After his first experience riding a Shinkansen train between Tokyo and 

Osaka many years ago, a railroad travel writer wrote, "It's scary to get 

~ to speed." 

(b) During the 1960s in the U.S., blacks and whites were banned from 

attending the same schools and share the same water fountains and bus 

seats. 

(c) Be here at eight o'clock sharp. That way, we will not be later for dinner. 

(d) The stone walls will give some idea of how tough lives was for our 

ancestors. 
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(e) An irritated aspect of the report ~ that the amount of imports 

remained almost double that of exports. 

(f) Extra workers won't be needing any longer in times of financial 

depression. 

(g) I often heard it say that you would be the head of the company one day. 

(h) How refreshing in this day and age it is to see something worthwhile 

and honesty. 

V ;~O)~~i!io)l'~$ (a'" f) -fn~n'L, f~~<!nti:)(*c~* ~iI'biM3tJ: 1 ~~ 
~2A-ttJ:o tJ:;I5, ilWo))(*';l:Wl~mm'LTc'L~2A<!n-rl,'~o CI8B.) 

Karen: 

Richard: 
Karen: 

Sorry to be a bother, Richard, but can you spare me a minute? 

I'm really busy right now. What's (a) u ? 
I'm trying to finish putting this bookcase together, and I could use your 

help. 

Richard: Ah, that's right! We do need to get that (b) d . Just give me a few ---
(c) m minutes. I'm really close. 

Karen: I love that video game, too, but surely you can pause it. 

Richard: This is the critical moment, and if I pause I might (d) I my chance. 

Karen: If that's the case, then (e) t your time and make sure you do it right. I'll 

make some coffee to give us some added energy and focus. 

Richard: All right, got it! I've just (I) f ! I'll be right there. 

Karen: Great! But first let's have the coffee. 
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When I moved to the southern part of the United States, I realized that I was 

stepping into a completely different world. New Orleans, Louisiana, was ( a ) any 

other place I had ever been. In the famous entertainment district called the French 

Quarter, tourists walk around all year wearing plastic festival necklaces and carrying 

tall souvenir cups. When there is a professional football game going ( b ), the 

streets are lined ( c ) cars, but empty of people. What surprised me more than 

anything, though, was the constant friendliness and kindness of the people who lived 

there. 

A waitress called me "Honey" on my first day in Louisiana, and even ( d ) 

against the pasta I was thinking ( e ) ordering. She suggested instead a local dish 

that was less expensive. I was so surprised. This woman did not even know me, and 

yet she laughed and joked with the easy familiarity of family. And she had given me 

her honest opinion, ( f ) we were best friends. After a few years in New Orleans, I 

got used to the familiarity, and I also realized how comforting it is to be treated like 

I belong, ( g ) matter where I go or who I am with. 

I recently had to get my driver's license. As I was sitting in the waiting room 

with at least twenty other people, a woman walked in and ( h ) all of us with a 

friendly, "Good morning!" And ( i ) hesitation the whole room responded, "Good 

morning!" Then, the woman ( j ) her seat, and waited with everyone else for her 

number to be called. As I looked around the room a bit surprised, I noticed that 

everyone was comfortable with each other-as if we were all friends and neighbors. 

Even after eight years of living in Louisiana, it still makes me smile to know 

that I am not alone here. Someone is always willing to say hello or to ( k ) a hand 

when it is needed. It is a sense of family and love that I have never been able to find 

anywhere else. As I continued to wait for my number to be called, a man walked in 

and the same thing happened. It just felt right. 

So, I believe in treating strangers like family. I believe in making people feel 

comfortable. No one should have to feel isolated or alone when they walk into a 

room full of strangers, and in New Orleans, no one ( I ). 

Madeleine Urbaszewski, "Treating Everyone as Family" ~L J:: 0 (-$r.)c£!Do 

(a) 1 dissimilar 2 unlike 3 hated 4 truly 

(b) 1 after 2 under 3 on 4 up 

(c) 1 with 2 up 3 down 4 among 

(d) 1 advise 2 advice 3 advised 4 advising 



(e) 1 off 2 for 3 to 4 of 

(f) after 2 SInce 3 as to 4 as if 

(g) 1 nothing 2 no 3 regardless 4 such 

(h) shouted 2 greeted 3 said 4 kept 

(i) 1 without 2 above 3 needless 4 though 

(j) 1 took 2 sat 3 take 4 sit 

(k) 1 borrow 2 reach 3 lend 4 find 

(1) 1 feels 2 does 3 walks 4 treats 

II :;;;:O)~~~~'" c, ""FO)rl>~ (A-C) 'L~~d::o (32 F.J. ) 

Cold reading techniques refer to the mind-reading tricks and techniques that so-

called mind-readers use. They use them to let their target think that they (the mind-

readers) know more about the target than the target does. The techniques are also 

very effective for getting information out of other people as well. These cold reading 

techniques can be verbal or non-verbal. While the success of these methods relies 

on each mind-reader's experience, there are three easy ways anyone can "read" other 

people's minds. 
The first cold reading technique goes by the rather colorful name of 

Shotgunning, and it is one of the most popular cold reading techniques. It works 

pretty much the same way as a real shotgun does. (a) You fire off a number of 

questions or statements with the hope that one of them means something to the 

subject. You have probably seen a lot of people do this on television before. A mind
reader will usually start off with something like: "I see a father figure ... He was 

close to you ... " Notice how the comments are (b) vague and do not indicate a 

particular person? (c) Chances are extremely high that there is (or was) a father figure 

in the subject's life that the subject was close to, either positively or negatively. Thus, 

in Shotgunning, the mind-reader indicates a common human experience and will 

then listen to the target and use the target's response as a guide. 

The second cold reading technique is called The Barnum Statement. This 

technique fascinates many people because it involves saying something that seems 

(d) specific and personal about the subject that no stranger would probably ever 
know. For example, the mind-reader can say: "You have a problem relating with 

people of high rank or are in the military." Now this might sound surprising to 

everyone (the subject included), but people can easily have a problem dealing with 

the military or perhaps any authority figure or system that might use a uniform or 

(e) a strict dress code-like police officers and judges. Even a strict school system 
can seem like the military. When the subject (I) ~, the mind-reader can easily 
readjust how much of a problem the subject has and take it from there. 
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The third cold reading technique is called The Rainbow Ruse. It involves 
including two opposite characteristics of the subject. One example might be: "You 
are a naturally shy person but you can also be the center of everyone's attention 
when you want to." In this case, the mind-reader is guessing the subject to be a shy 
person, but then adds the opposite, center-of-attention part just in case the guess was 

wrong. However, since most people have elements of both characteristics 
appropriate to the situation they find themselves in, it becomes relatively easy for a 

flexible mind-reader to shape the conversation advantageously. So, once again, the 
mind-reader will develop the reading depending on how the subject reacts. 

Throughout history, experts in cold reading techniques have used their ability 
for a variety of purposes that have been focused mainly on money or influence. This 
is natural because knowledge, or at least the appearance of knowledge has always 
been highly desired. Over the years, the techniques have become more generally 

understood, accessible, and thus more popular. 

People are amazed when the techniques are displayed in the media or at live 
events. They represent a form of mental connection-many times false-that can 

(g) prove quite comforting to the people whose minds are supposedly being "read." 
While there is nothing magical about these techniques, they are effective. Therefore, 
you should try to learn and practice them until you become skillful at both using 

them and recognizing when they are being used. In this way you can (h) benefit from 
their power while avoiding being tricked. 

Michael Lee, "Cold Reading Techniques" fC ~ Q (-$2!x:~) 0 

r~~A *><:(7)(1gg'<:~~9~<t<7)~, 1'(7) (11 "'22) b'S4-:>~A,-Z:', -f"(7)fi~~a2A 

-tt J::o 
11 Mind-readers use cold reading techniques in order to give their targets 

information. 

12 There are both verbal and non-verbal cold reading techniques. 
13 Cold reading techniques are limited to successful mind-readers. 
14 A very popular cold reading technique is called Shotgunning. 
15 The Barnum Statement cold reading technique involves many fascinating 

strangers. 
16 The subject of The Barnum Statement technique is surprised to learn that 

he or she is related to people in the military. 
17 In The Rainbow Ruse technique, the mind-reader uses a statement or 

question that includes two opposite characteristics. 
18 When the mind-reader tells you that you are a shy person, it means that you 

like to be the center of attention. 
19 Because almost everybody is a mixture of opposites, it is difficult for the 

mind-reader to shape the conversation. 
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20 Experts in cold reading have generally used their ability to get money or 

gain influence. 

21 Over time, knowledge about cold reading techniques has lost its general 

appeal. 

22 The mind-reading techniques are effective because they are so magical. 

r~~B *)to)pg~~,~,*x"C "F~$ (a· c· e· h) o)~lI!·pg~'t:fi<tilIl,'<to)~, 

~h~h"FO) (1-4) ~61?~~~, ~o).~~~A~~o 

(a) You fire off a number of 

1 You quit speaking about 2 You shoot down many 

3 You burn up few 4 You rapidly say several 

(c) Chances are extremely high 

1 It is mostly luck 2 Fortunately it is important 

3 It is very likely 4 The probabilities are remote 

( e ) a strict dress code 

1 secret directions for clothing 

2 rigid rules about what a person can wear 

3 rules limited to women only 

4 simple language for law professionals 

(h) benefit from their power 

1 be aided by the capabilities of cold reading techniques 

2 enjoy the good energy of mind-readers who can control you 

3 give much happiness to mind-readers who have strong ability 

4 receive the energy of subjects who are controlled by mind-readers 

r~~c "F~$ (b· d· f· g) O):i:II!·pg~'t:fi'bilIl,''bo)~, ~h~h"Fo) (1-4) 

~61?~~~, ~o).~~~A~~o 

(b) vague 

1 unfortunate 2 clear 3 indefinite 4 proud 

(d) specific 

1 clear-cut 2 unlimited 3 false 4 general 

(f) reacts 

1 rejects 2 responds 3 reasons 4 reads 

(g) prove 

1 turn out 2 watch over 3 cover up 4 add to 
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(a) Mr. Thomas saw ( ) his friend's children were well educated at school. 

1 to it that 2 it to that 3 to that it 4 it that to 

(b) The athlete thought that he ( 

1 be training 

) harder after he did not win the race. 

2 is training 

3 should have trained 4 will have trained 

( c ) ( ) we had reached the top of the mountain did we realize how far we 

had come. 

1 While 2 Not until 3 Because 4 By the time 

(d) This is a very personal email and it is meant to be seen only by the ( ) 

recipient. 

1 incapable 2 incorrect 3 intended 4 insisted 

(e) Mr. Scarlett's ( ) to road safety has ensured that he will be remembered 

forever. 

1 consideration 2 committee 

3 commitment 4 communication 

IV ;~(7)~)'(: (a"" h) 't:';l:),(:5!· ~g5!.t(7)~~!P) b'-f:tt~'tt 1 ?c15~o "'F~~1itH .. tdiYPJi 
~6-f:(7)~~~U. ~L~~m~.~~~~om~~~~~~~~~~m~1~~~~ 

1t~o Ci6 #.) 

(a) I always wonder what it would have been likely if a different side had 

been the winner of the Battle of Sekigahara. 

(b) If you are feeling bored because your life lack spice, learn to play a 

musical instrument. 

(c) When my shoes are wet, they make a strange noise with every steps, 

and it makes others look at me. 

(d) Judging from the way she looked, I should say she was fair rich. 
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(e) Alice phoned Nathaniel because she wanted him to give her a picture of 

himself; therefore, he quickly snaps a photo and emailed it back. 

(f) An artist gives reality to emotions and feelings by ~ of color and 

shape. 

(g) Most flowers, when looking at closely, are ~ to be of a very complex 

structure. 

(h) Journeys across deserts are still almost as hard an undertaking as they 

~ a thousand years ago. 

V ~~~~~~~$(a-f) ~n~n~. m~~n~~*~~*~~~~~~l~~ 
~2A-tt~o ~<B. ~m~~*~;tm~m*I£'l:9~'l:~2A~nZl,\~o 08£) 

Keith: Why do you keep checking your cellphone, Fred? Would you rather be 

somewhere else? 

Fred: Sorry. I'm expecting to hear some news soon, so it's (a) h to relax. 

Keith: What's (b) g on-is it a serious problem? 

Fred: No, not serious. But keep your fingers (c) c and maybe everything will 

(d) w out. (Pause as his phone buzzes and he checks again.) Yes!!! Got 

it! 

Keith: What is it? Good news? 

Fred: You'd (e) b believe it. I just won a draw for special tickets to the 

upcoming miwa* concert! 

Keith: You said "miwa"? Wow! How (I) 1 can you get! 
Fred: Luckier than you can imagine since these tickets are for the front row and 

also for a party afterwards. I will actually get to meet and talk to miwa! 

Keith: You said "tickets" in the plural, right? 

Fred: Indeed I did. Do you want to go? 

Keith: Yes!!! 

*miwa: B*0)tz:'I1Y/7j'-'//~'7-{:)t

tJ::t6. IJ\)C=F m C'~* G*~2tj:lEr\~o 
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~~~iM~1J:m~~, ~n~n.~~%(a'""') 0)~m~(1'""4) ~S1?~~~, 

i"0)1i%~~2A tt ~o (24 #.J,) 

More than 2,000 people were aboard when the Drank hit the iceberg on April 

15, 1912 and ( a ) to sink. Some of the wealthiest people in the world were 

travelling in the ship's luxury cabins. Hundreds of people were also on their way to 

America with the ( b ) of a fresh start in a new country. 

However, as all these passengers rushed toward lifeboats, eight musicians 

remained calm. Led by bandleader Wallace Henry Hartley, they played music in an 

attempt to stop the panic. All eight men died when the ship sank, ( c ) with nearly 

1,500 other passengers and crew. The violin Hartley played ( d ) the Dranic went 

down became a symbol of courage and strength. On October 19, 2013 it was sold at 

an auction in the United Kingdom at more than double the amount ( e ). The 

expensive purchase set a world record for any single Dramc object ever bought. 

The damaged violin, now unplayable, was a gift to Hartley from his fiancee, 

Maria Robinson. On a silver plate on the instrument are written the words: "For 

Wallace, on the occasion of our engagement. From Maria." The violin was found 

( f ) in the water and was later identified and returned in the summer of 1912 to 

Robinson. ( g ) she died in 1939, her sister donated it to a local charity group. A 

violin teacher got it and passed ( h ) a student named Eve. The violin was stored 

away until being rediscovered by Eve's son in 2006. For the next seven years, 

scientists and historians did extensive research and tests on the violin to make ( i ) 

it was the real thing. They determined "beyond a reasonable doubt" that it was 

indeed the violin Hartley played on that terrible night. 

"In my 20 years, I can honestly say I don't think ( j ) article has made people 

show as much emotion as this one," Andrew Aldridge of Henry Aldridge & Son, the 

auction house that ( k ) the violin, told reporters. "People pick it up and start 

crying." Hundreds of thousands of people went to see the violin when it was 

exhibited previously in the U.S. and u.K. Aldridge said that Hartley and his band 

"played until the end, and it was an incredibly brave act. It represents ( I ) good 

about people." 

(a) 1 begin 

(b) 1 fear 

(c) 1 across 

(d) 1 through 

Jennifer Marino Walters, "A Titanic Treasure" fL ct 0 (-$c1Gf£)o 

2 began 

2 pray 

2 under 

2 whenever 

-2-

3 begun 

3 hope 

3 through 

3 as 

4 beginning 

4 course 

4 along 

4 if 



(e) I expect 2 expected 3 expecting 4 expects 

(f) I floating 2 float 3 floated 4 floats 

(g) Thus 2 After 3 Whenever 4 However 

(h) on to it 2 on it to 3 to it on 4 it on to 

(i) sure 2 up 3 over 4 agam 

(j) I some 2 any 3 few 4 much 

(k) sell 2 sells 3 sold 4 sales 

(I) anything 2 nothing 3 everyone 4 everything 

II ;~O)~)t~~A,c, "FO)r,,~ (A"-C) 'C::~~J:o (32 #,() 

Critical thinking is disciplined thinking that is clear, rational, open-minded, and 

informed by evidence-by detail. The ability to think critically has several different 

elements, and to acquire this ability involves a long process of hard work and 

practice. It is not an easy task to learn how to evaluate (a) the information you take 

in. Therefore, you first need to develop the proper attitude that will best help you to 

decide which details matter as well as (b) how they fit together. Next, having this 

attitude, you begin to approach the details by looking at their origin. This aspect will 

help you to see how the context of the details affects the argument. This last part 

will also show you how to identify the faulty arguments that use details to 

(c) promote bad ideas. 

So, critical thinking all starts with attitude. You are (d) exposed to so much 

information and so many different opinions every day that it is really easy to get lost 

in the details. Thus, you need to check your own personal feelings about what you 

are reading or listening to. This preparation stage has two purposes. First, if the 

information does not sound true, it provides a warning sign to the brain to think 

extra carefully before accepting the information as actually true. Second, 

consciously checking like this reminds you to be careful even when something 

seems true. In effect, the conscious effort makes the act of thinking more objective. 

With this attitude of objectivity in mind, you will be able to look closely at the 

details and better judge which ones are the important ones. From there, you can start 

looking for possible (e) holes in an argument. 

This stage of looking for problems either in information or in an argument 

begins with evaluating the details in terms of their origin. First, whether you read 

news or an opinion, it is good to think about who benefits from the statement being 

made. If someone is making an argument, there is a good chance they benefit from 

it for some reason. That is not always a bad thing-sometimes a person's motivations 

can make an opinion more valid-but it is good to think about who might gain from 
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it. Also, in this stage, check the source. With the Internet, sources are not always 

immediately (f) apparent. Thus, if something (g) sounds off about a statement, you 

should track down where it first came from before you form an opinion about it. 

Context also has a powerful effect on the strength of an argument. A common 

trick in debates, reviews, and even personal essays is to (h) place a crucial argument 

in a series of obviously true statements. This sort of trick is easy to miss because by 

the time the questionable part comes along you have already started agreeing with 

the statement. Here is an exaggerated example: "So, now we know that the sky is 

blue, that grass is green, and that I am the best leader." The first two statements are 

obvious truths while the third is an unrelated statement of personal opinion that is 

added on in an attempt to share in the truth of the previous statements. However, it 

does not necessarily follow in that truth sequence. This is just one example of how 

context can be used. Remember, arguments can fool you for many reasons, and 

events like a political debate or a science debate are great places to train yourself to 

pay attention to particular details. The more you pay attention, the more your critical 

thinking will develop. 

Regardless of how you approach it, the goal is to learn to think critically and 

analyze everything. It is important to always ask yourself why something is 

presented and how it connects to things you already know. As you do that, you train 

your brain to think critically about the information you come across. 

Thorin Klosowski, "How to Train your Mind to Think Critically 

and Form Your Own Opinions" Ie:. J: ~ (-{fB2!X:il£) 0 

r~~A *)(:O)pqg'L~¥$r9~'b0)1i, "'Fo) (11 "'-'22) b\S4"?~~~', ~O)fi~1i~2A 

1tJ:o 

11 Hard work and practice will help a person to complain a lot. 

12 Looking at original details will gradually lead you to higher places. 

13 People start thinking critically when they reject every detail of information. 

14 Your personal feelings about the material you read or hear should be 

examined. 

15 A purpose of the preparation stage is to warn the brain to think more 

carefully. 

16 When something seems true, the need to be careful disappears. 

17 An objective attitude allows you to ignore details in order to judge better. 

18 The question of who benefits from a statement is worth considering. 

19 The reason why somebody expresses an opinion should normally be 

ignored. 

20 The context of an argument can make the argument seem stronger. 
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21 The two statements about sky and grass as well as the statement about the 

best leader are all obviously true. 

22 A scientific debate is a great place to take a train to. 

rll~ B *:stO)pgg~ ,~, '* x "C "F~g~ (a • b • e • g) O)i\~. pgg~L:ti'bJlIl, ''b0)~, 

-rn~n"Fo) (1 -4) D'S 1 ?~A/c, -rO)*~~~aA:ttJ::o 

(a) the information you take in 

1 the rules that you follow 

3 the judgment that you give 

2 the news that you reject 

4 the data that you gather 

(b) how they fit together 

1 the manner in which people team up 

2 the way in which the details work in combination 

3 the question of organizing groups of people 

4 the method for detailing connections 

(e) holes in an argument 

1 gaps that are filled with logical reasons 

2 sacred places in someone's reasoning 

3 places where logical connections do not hold up 

4 logical connections that cannot be broken 

(g) sounds off 

1 seems wrong 

3 makes a loud noise 

2 reduces the talk 

4 stops progress 

rll~c "F~$ (c· d· f· h) O)i\~·pgg~L:ti'bJlIl,''bo)~, -rn~n"Fo) (1 -4) 
~S1?~~~ -ro)*~~~A~J::o 

(c) promote 

1 predict 2 damage 3 put forward 4 turn away 

(d) exposed to 

1 presented with 2 dependent on 

3 away from 4 given by 

(f) apparent 

1 true 2 meaningful 3 questioned 4 clear 

(h) place 

1 position 2 plan 3 find 4 deny 



CIo #'0 

(a) After Mr. Marrett had missed seeing cherry blossoms in Tokyo, he said 

with regret, "How beautiful it ( )." 

1 has ever been 2 will surely be 

3 must have been 4 ought to be 

(b) ( ) you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

1 Should 2 Would 3 May 4 Could 

(c) No one can ( ) the possibility that a big traffic accident will happen 

again on this road. 

1 come out 2 make up 3 rule out 4 go out 

(d) Items purchased from these websites are ( ) to delivery charges. 

1 chance 2 subject 3 necessity 4 object 

(e) Mrs. Dickson would often change her schedule to ( ) children, which 
made her very popular among mothers. 

accuse 2 assign 3 adapt 4 accommodate 

W ~~~~(a-h) ~~~~·~~~~~~~~h~hl~~~o ~~~~L~m~ 
b'G~~~g~~lf, IE LL'~ff~'i:8~~;tJ::o Wt~.I~'Hi:';t8~~;tt.:~ffn: 1 ~g~~2A 

-ttJ::o (16 #'0 

(a) This backpack is designed for any journey even if your preferring 

destination is as far away as Machu Pichu. 

(b) As I left the press conference, I ~ into Linda and a young man who 

said he was a close friend of her. 

(c) Everyone has been looking forward to go on vacation for ages, so we'll 

talk about the plan tomorrow. 

(d) It is easy to forget or at least lost sight of what we are doing because we 
are constantly thinking about various things at the same time. 
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(e) Although she wore plain clothes, the woman had a certain air of elegant 

about her. 

(f) The reason why some Buddhist priests wear geta, rather than zon', is 

that since geta leave a smaller footprint comparing to zon~ the chance 

of killing worms on the ground is reduced. 

(g) Most people recognize the fact that we are affect in different ways by 

the people we spend the most time with. 

(h) Children use a lot of energy, so it may be necessity to give them ~ 

high-energy food than adults usually eat. 

V ~~~~~~~$(a-f) ~n~n~ .• ~~n~2$~~~~~~~~~1~~ 
~2A1tJ:o ~i13. ~m~2$~ctm~Jf.lm~i:9-ni:~2A~n·n/\~o (l8B) 

Diane: (answering the phone) This is Diane at Sunny Real Estate, how may I help 

you? 
Amy: I'm looking for an apartment in the University District. 

Diane: I see. Will you be living alone or will you (a) h a roommate? 

Amy: Hopefully alone, but it (b) d upon the price, size, and condition of the 

apartment. What do you have available? 

Diane: When would you want to move in? 

Amy: As soon as possible. 

Diane: Let's see. We have several studio apartments available right now, as 

(c) w as a few one-bedroom apartments. 
Amy: What is the price range? 
Diane: From $500 per month for an older studio to just over $1000 for a fairly new 

one-bedroom apartment close to the school. If you come by tomorrow, I'll 

show you the apartments and let you see for (d) y 
.:......--

Amy: (e) S like a great idea. Will you be free in the morning-at about 10? 

Diane: Perfect! And may I have your (I) n ? 
Amy: I'm Amy Smith. Is it all right if! bring my dad? 

Diane: Of course. I'll see you both tomorrow at 10. 
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;;;:0)~>tb'::5Z5*~b'-:J~P!~t;:iMt}JtJ;>t.ctJ;~J::? t;:, ~PJT (a'" I) t;:Att~O) 

~.~~~~~~~, ~tt~tt.~~%(a"'l) 0)~m~(1"'4) ~Sl-:J~~~, 

i"0).%~~2A -t! J::o (24 #,) 

The first time I travelled to Europe, I was in college. A former roommate had 

moved to Paris and ( a ) to let me stay at her place if I could find enough money for 

the airfare. She had to work during the day, so in the morning ( b ) we drank calif au 

enoeolat, she would write out a helpful list of notes to help me make my way around 

the city. It contained directions, descriptions, and the translated phrases I ( c ) need 

to travel from point to point. Most importantly, though, she taught me the local 

etiquette. "When you enter a shop, be sure to greet the staff," she advised on the first 

day. "And when you leave, say good-bye or thank you. Always in French." It was 

( d ) advice, meant to show I was acknowledging their culture, and it turned out to 

be very valuable. 

( e ) then I have made it a point not just to try to learn the language of ( f ) I 

am visiting, but to learn the customs as well. I eat the way they eat: eating only with 

my right hand in India. I dress the way they ( g ): I would not dream of packing 

shorts or white socks for a trip to Paris. Over the years, ( h ) a destination's culture 

has helped me see places from a local's perspective and made me appreciate another 

way of seeing that culture. 

But the biggest thing I have learned through travel is that I ( i ) have a lot to 

understand. Travel seems to answer one question and ask five back. ( j ), while in 

Seattle, I learned about a local variety of shellfish, and through my questions I also 

learned the fascinating story of how they are farmed. That is a small example, but it 

( k ) a point: the very act of learning something new can be a wonderful adventure 

that branches off in many directions. 

Someone once told me to travel enough while I was young so that I would not 

want to when I got older. What I have learned is that ( 1 ) you start travelling, you 

become so keen on learning about the world and its diversity that you are often not 

able to stop. 

Michelle Reneau, "The More I Travel the Less I Know" fc: J:: G (-lmc~~) 0 

(a) 1 offered 2 suggested 3 could 4 said 

(b) 1 between 2 during 3 while 4 because 

(c) 1 will 2 must 3 would 4 could 

(d) 1 simple 2 difficult 3 poor 4 timed 

(e) 1 During 2 After 3 Before 4 Since 

(f) 1 what 2 which 3 that 4 where 
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(g) fashion 2 dress 3 wear 4 pack 

(h) 1 visiting 2 changing 3 observing 4 finding 

(i) 1 don't 2 even 3 never 4 still 

(j) 1 In the event 2 On the contrary 3 In contrast 4 For instance 

(k) 1 makes 2 drives 3 finds 4 answers 

(1) 1 whether 2 even 3 once 4 why 

(32 #.0 

Can you imagine sharing a room with twelve other people? That was the 

situation in which Maxfield Garrott found himself (a) right after war broke out 

between Japan and the United States in December 1941. Mr. Garrott, a missionary 

teacher at Seinan Gakuin in Fukuoka, had come to Tokyo the previous year in order 

to teach and to help his Japanese friends. After the war began, he and twelve other 

Americans were taken to the campus of a Catholic girls' school in Tokyo. The school 

was no longer being used for classes. Instead, it was used as housing for foreigners. 

In addition to American missionaries, school teachers, and businessmen, there were 

also dozens of other men of various nationalities. 

When the police came to take Mr. Garrott to the school, they brought a list of 

things he was to take with him and a truck for carrying them. The list included, 

among other things, an American style bed. The only book he was allowed to take 

was his Bible. After a time, (b) the restrictions on what the men could have with them 

were relaxed. The men requested things from their homes to make their rooms more 

comfortable and their time more interesting. They used these things to (e) make the 

best of their situation. Mr. Garrott asked for his piano and record player. Others 

requested books, newspapers, and games. They had several musical instruments and 

records from many countries. Using them, they planned concerts. Together they also 

held lectures, learning from one another. Mr. Garrott even began learning Russian 

from one of the men in another room. He sent a brief message to his wife and child 

who had returned to the United States in March 1941. His message simply said, 

"Safe, healthy, and learning a lot." 

Sometimes Japanese friends or wives of some of the men brought cakes. These 

were shared among the thirteen men of the "American room." They asked a British 
math teacher for help in dividing their cakes. He made a (d) guide out of cardboard 
with marks showing where to cut so they would have thirteen equal pieces. 

After spending six months at the school, Mr. Garrott and other Americans were 

able to return to their homes in Tokyo. Then, they packed up or gave away their 

(e) belongings and said good-bye to friends before (I) boarding a ship for their return 
to the United States. They were being exchanged for Japanese returning to Japan 

from overseas. 
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Mr. Garrott arrived in the United States in June 1942. However, it was not long 
before he voluntarily settled in another place packed with people who had been 
removed from society. This time he took his wife and daughter to live in an 

internment camp* in the south central state of Arkansas where he had been raised. 

Two thirds of the people in this camp were Japanese Americans who had been born 

in the United States. The remaining one third had been born in Japan. After war 

started between Japan and the United States, it was feared that Japanese Americans 

would cooperate with Japanese soldiers in the (g) ~ of an invasion. So, they were 
moved from their homes and businesses on the West Coast to hastily constructed 

temporary camps in isolated inland areas. 

Beginning in the summer of 1943, Mr. Garrott worked with the church in the 

camp, and his wife, Dorothy, was hired as a school teacher. Life in the camp was 

hard, and the Garrotts helped people leave the camp as soon as possible. Using their 

network of friends, the Garrotts found universities which would accept Japanese
American students and provide housing or home-stays for them. Families also left 

the camp when they were able to find jobs and places to live. 

When the Arkansas camp closed in February of 1946, the Garrotts went to 

Hawaii. There they worked with a church where many of the members were 

Japanese Americans. They also had a weekly radio program where the teachings of 

Jesus, the experiences of famous people, and Japanese culture were introduced. 

They enjoyed their work there, but the Garrotts were (h) eagerly waiting to be able to 

~toJapan. 

That day finally came on October 11, 1947. Mr. Garrott returned to Fukuoka 

with his wife and now three children. He taught again at Seinan Gakuin and became 

the university's first president. 

Maxfield Garrott, "A Life Worth Living" t "Life in Internment Camps" I<:~-j < a 

rll,A *~O)pgg'C::~!(9~'b0)~, 'Fo) (11 "'22) b'64?~Iv't:', i"0).iS-~~2A 

'It J::o 

11 This biographical sketch is about an American missionary teacher who 
came to Japan. 

12 In December 1941, Mr. Garrott was teaching in Fukuoka. 
13 Mr. Garrott lived with a dozen Americans at the girls' school. 

14 Mr. Garrott taught classes to female students at a Catholic school in Tokyo. 
15 The foreigners held in Tokyo at the school were not allowed to leave their 

rooms. 
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16 Mrs. Garrott stayed in their Tokyo house when her husband was taken to 
the girls' school. 

17 Mr. Garrott was born and raised on the West Coast of the United States. 

18 Mr. and Mrs. Garrott lived with Japanese Americans on the American West 

Coast. 

19 Most of the Japanese in the American camps were born in Japan. 

20 The United States government thought that Japanese Americans were 

harmful to American interests. 

21 Some Japanese Americans were able to live outside the camps during the 

war. 

22 When the camps in Arkansas closed, the Garrotts went immediately back to 

Fukuoka. 

rlJ~ B *)(:O)P'.!g~ ,~, £ x or. "F~$ (a • b • c • h) O)Ji~. P'.!g,<:uibilrl, \ibO)~, 
-t-f1.~f1."F0) (1 "-'4) b'6 1 ?~A/c, -t-0).%~~2A:ttd::o 

(a) right after war broke out 

1 after fighting was postponed 

3 properly at the end of battle 

2 just after the war began 

4 immediately upon the war's end 

(b) the restrictions on what the men could have with them were relaxed 

1 the rules about the men's things were increased 
2 the men were not tense about the control of their things 

3 additional rules were set up about the men's things 

4 permission to have more of their things was given to the men 

( c ) make the best of their situation 

1 have a positive attitude about their position 

2 construct new accommodations for themselves 

3 accomplish their most extraordinary achievements 

4 prepare the finest place for concerts 

(h) eagerly waiting to be able to return 

1 worrying about getting back 

2 looking forward to the possibility of returning 
3 fearfully trying to get enough money to return 
4 happily expecting to stand back 
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rlJ~c 1'.$ (d· e . f • g) O)it~· j1gg~Lfi'bilIl,\'bO)~, ~n-t"n1'o) (1 "'4) 

~G1?~~~, ~O)*%~~A~~o 

(d) guide 

1 manual 

(e) belongings 

1 leavings 

3 loved ones 

(f) boarding 

1 getting on 

3 travelling on 

(g) case 

1 question 

2 leader 

2 suit 

3 pattern 4 teacher 

2 personal property 

4 trash 

2 riding 

4 building 

3 claim 4 event 

III ;~O)~)( (a-e) 0)~pJi~LAn~0)~Lfi'biM31J:'b0)~, ~:hf:h1'o) (1-4) 

b'G 1 ?~~ T:', ~0)*%~~2ktt~o (10 r.~O 

(a) Both companies can expect to face ( ) competition because the local 

government has opened the bidding for the project to all interested 

businesses, 

1 inclusive 2 functional 3 exclusive 4 fierce 

(b) ( ) to this email is a copy of a newspaper article which you may enjoy 

reading. 

1 Attached 2 Attaching 3 Combined 4 Combining 

(c) All offers of acceptance are conditional ( ) the submission of a 

completed questionnaire. 

1 III 2 on 3 to 4 toward 

(d) Mr. and Mrs. Thomas were ( ) to help international students at the 

school. 

1 more than happy 

3 more happy than 

2 happy more than 

4 than more happy 

(e) Second-hand cigarette smoke could be a serious ( ) to the health of 

small children. 

1 composition 2 appeal 3 transport 4 threat 
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~ ~~.~(a-h) ~~~~·~~~~~~~~n~n1~~~o~~~~L~m~ 

b'6-f~~g~~lf, IE Ll,\~gff~~L.~tlXJ::o M~*~HL';t.~tlxtdgff~T:' 1 ~g~~2A 
-ttJ::o (16£) 

(a) The dish is made with chop mushrooms, fried onions, and sun-dried 

tomatoes. 

(b) When you want to give thank-you gifts, remember that home-made 

cookies, jams, and marmalades are ideal for those with a sweet teeth. 

(c) I will limit ~ to telling you briefly about admissions, undergraduate 

education, and campus life. 

(d) It was annoying to find that every train I take was very crowded. 

(e) Certain beliefs from long ago that once defined the roles of men and 

women are no longer taken serious. 

(f) After speaking out against pollution, I decide to put my words into 

action and organized a campaign to clean up the beach. 

(g) Some works of music has a wide and varied audience. 

(h) I heard that Kana has just arrive in Tokyo after performing in New York 

two days ago. 

V ~~~~~~~$(a-f) -fn~n~, m~~n~~*~~*~~~~~~1~~ 
~2A -tt J::o ~cB, ~f]]~~*';tM~"UJUL9~'L~2A~n -rl,\~o Ci8 £) 

Jerry: Hi, Tom. Sue told me you two are flying to Rome this spring. 

Tom: Yes indeed, Jerry. We are going to (a) b there a month. 
Jerry: Are you going to tour Europe while you're at it? 

Tom: No. We decided to stay in just one place and try to get to know it. 

Jerry: What a great idea! What made you choose this way? 

Tom: It's actually (b) m cheaper since we will rent an apartment for the month ---
(c) d the off-season. 

Jerry: But isn't Rome pretty busy in spring (d) b of the Easter holiday? 

Tom: We'll be going earlier-for the month of February. There aren't many tourists 
then. 

Jerry: Well, make sure to (e) d me a line when you settle in so that we can ---
keep in touch. 

Tom: Will (I) d ---
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